Golden Gate Open
Golden Gate Park is one of the premier XC sites in the US and many of our nation’s best
XC runners have raced there. This race is typically the 2nd or 3rd most competitive race of
the year after Championships and maybe the Tamalpa race. It is a 4 mile 2-lap course.
The PA Championships are usually held on the same course with an extra lap (6 mile, 3
laps). It is a classic XC course in that it has many momentum and energy sapping
features (turns, bad footing, short steep hills, logs, running on slopes, etc). After running
across Lindley Meadow you run a short steep hill to exit the meadow and then run
downhill on the mostly dirt and gravel path along JFK drive. At about ¾ mile you take
two sharp lefts and head into the woods onto a trail that has patches of sand. Just before
the mile you leave that trail and are in a 2nd meadow. You are now heading up hill past
the mile mark (3-mile mark is also in this meadow). At the end of the meadow you exit
to the left onto a narrow trail that has a short uphill section until you join the rocky/sandy
trail that parallels the polo field. You run this flat trail for about a half mile until you bear
left into the woods on a wide uphill trail. You stop running uphill just before you have to
take a left back onto the dirt path that parallels JFK drive. After running that for about
100 meters, you go left back into Lindley Meadow. After the first loop you run along the
far edge of the meadow and after the 2nd loop you turn right at the bottom of the hill and
head to the finish.
Many feel it is necessary to get out hard to get onto the narrow trail at about ¾ mile in
good position, but I have seen many runners have good races by biding their time until
the course opens up around the mile. I suggest arriving early enough so that you can jog
the course and learn how you want to race it, or reinforce what you learned in previous
years. This is a course that after the first mile you need to pass any runner you feel might
be slower than you. That sounds simple, but it is a course where you can easily get
comfortable running behind someone slower. If they are better, they will pass you back
and then you will know you are running with them rather than at their (slower) pace.
You can wear spikes on this course as you only have to cross two small asphalt streets
twice each. A course map is below.

